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Abstract

The current epidemic of mountain pine beetle (*Dendroctonus ponderosae* Hopkins) in British Columbia, Canada, has impacted an area of over 13 million hectares presenting a considerable challenge to provincial forest resource managers. Remote sensing technologies offer a highly effective tool to monitor this impact due to very large areas involved and its ability to detect dead and dying tree crowns. Conventionally, change detection procedures based upon spectral values have been applied; however, analysis of landscape pattern changes associated with long-time series change detection approaches present opportunities for the generation of unique and ecologically important information. This study is focussed on the detection and monitoring of the shape and area characteristics of lodgepole pine stands during mountain pine beetle infestation to quantify the progression of forest fragmentation and related loss of landscape connectivity. A set of landscape pattern indices were applied to a set of images consisting of six Landsat satellite images spanning the period from 1993 – 2006. Our results indicate that the impacts of the mountain pine beetle infestation on forest spatial pattern consist of an increase in the number of patches, an increase in forest patch shape complexity, a reduction in forest patch size, an increase in forest patch isolation, and a decrease in interspersion. These findings demonstrate the unique information available from long-time series satellite imagery combined with pattern analysis to better understand the combined effects of insect infestation and forest salvage and harvesting.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The role of disturbance in altering landscapes and modifying ecosystems over a range of spatial and temporal scales is well recognized in ecology (Perry 2002, Drever et al. 2006, Noss and Lindenmayer 2006, Jentsch 2007). Pickett and White (1985) define disturbance as “any relatively discrete event in time that disrupts ecosystem, community, or population structure and changes resources, substrate availability, or the physical environment”. Disturbance events can contribute to the maintenance of biodiversity (Connell 1978) and heterogeneity (Turner et al. 2003), as well as be the primary drivers of declines in biodiversity and species endangerment (Hansen et al. 2001). As a result, a greater understanding of the role of disturbance regimes promotes better-informed management decisions, by gaining insight related to landscape dynamics and the historic range of variability in ecosystems. One of the key impacts of disturbance on forested landscapes is fragmentation where forested habitat is reduced into an increasing number of smaller, more isolated, patches (Wilcove et al. 1986). This can then result in a modification of the microclimate within and surrounding the remnant, intact forest patches (Saunders et al. 1991) and a change in forest ecosystem function and condition (Wickham et al. 2008).

Natural disturbances tend to alter forest landscape pattern differently from anthropogenic impacts such as timber harvesting (Mladenoff et al. 1993). For instance, natural disturbances often result in patches with less edge effect between patches as compared with timber harvesting (Tinker et al. 1998). Hudak et al. (2007) characterized a range of patch characteristics of stand replacing harvest and fire disturbances in a
coniferous forest landscape, and found that clear-cutting practices resulted in smaller patch sizes, smaller patch perimeter lengths, greater inter patch distances, more edge habitat, and less interior habitat when compared to landscape patterns created by natural disturbance processes. Similarly, Tinker et al. (1998) observed that timber harvesting fragmented the landscape through a distinct suite of structural changes including a decrease in forest patch core area and mean patch size, and an increase in edge density and patch density. Furthermore, timber harvesting tends to remove a larger amount of biomass from a forest than most natural disturbances, and results in the removal of those select stands with high timber volume and quality (Tinker et al. 1998).

The role of non-stand replacing disturbances such as insect infestation on forest fragmentation, however, is not as well understood in forested landscapes. The current mountain pine beetle (*Dendroctonus ponderosae* Hopkins) epidemic in the central interior of British Columbia, Canada, represents a critical management and ecological concern. The epidemic is believed to have resulted from an absence of extreme winter temperatures, an abundance of suitable hosts, and a moderating trend in temperature extremes. As of January 2008, the cumulative area of British Columbia impacted (red or grey-attack) by the beetle was 13.5 million hectares (Ha) (British Columbia Ministry of Forests and Range 2008). This current area of infestation is beyond that of any previously recorded and has grown rapidly from a surveyed area of 164,000 Ha in 1999 (Raffa et al. 2008).
The extent and severity of this on-going infestation results in an expectation that this disturbance agent will have a significant impact on forest fragmentation and related connectivity (Gillanders et al 2008). Prior to this outbreak-level mountain pine beetle infestation, large contiguous patches of forest were common over the landscape, characterized by smaller, isolated patches of natural disturbance including wildfire, windthrow, endemic insect infestation, as well as areas of anthropogenic disturbance such as roads and forestry activity. Functional connectivity may be compromised depending on the extent of these disturbances, however forests would be the dominant matrix component. As beetle populations increase, small isolated clusters of infested trees impacted by the beetle appear on the landscape. Over time, as beetle populations continue to expand, trees neighbouring these small patches of beetle-impacted timber were infested, and new isolated patches appear. In the case of the central interior of British Columbia, where lodgepole pine is a predominant coniferous species, it is expected that these patches of beetle-impacted trees will eventually coalesce and replace largely undisturbed forest as the dominant matrix component. Based on the severity of the current epidemic in British Columbia, this trend will continue until the beetle had largely exhausted the availability of its food source or was impacted by sufficiently cold and appropriately timed winter temperatures.

However, in concert with the beetle infestation are anthropogenic disturbances including timber harvesting and salvage logging which consists of the removal of dead or dying trees in an effort to recover economic value that may otherwise be lost (Lindenmayer and Franklin 2008). When the impacts of timber harvesting and salvage activities are
combined with those of the current mountain pine beetle infestation, the cumulative impact of these landscape disturbances is expected to result in an increasingly fragmented landscape with a significantly reduced degree of connectivity (Gillanders et al. 2008).

Due to the spatial extent of the current infestation, remotely-sensed data provide opportunities to effectively monitor and evaluate the impacts of the mountain pine beetle over a range of scales (Wulder et al. 2005a). Typically, the mapping of mountain pine beetle using remote sensing technologies relies on the spectral response of vegetation indices (Price and Jakubauskas 1998, Leckie et al., 2005, Skakun et al. 2003, Wulder et al. 2005b, Wulder et al. 2006a), which detects changes in pixel-level vegetation conditions. In this research, we evaluate changes in select landscape pattern indices over forest stands that have undergone disturbance by both mountain pine beetle and timber harvest. Analysis of a historical archive of Landsat data at the forest stand level allowed for the development of temporal trajectories of a number of Landsat-derived landscape pattern indices, providing an ability to quantify the impact of fragmentation for both infestation and harvesting activity in order to characterize forest stand conditions during infestation. The specific objectives of this research are to (i) assess how the mountain pine beetle changes landscape spatial pattern, and (ii) determine the relative impact of mountain pine beetle infestation and timber harvesting on forest fragmentation and connectivity. The results from this analysis will help to inform resource managers of the changes in landscape pattern occurring in the British Columbia interior as a result of
mountain pine beetle infestation and timber harvesting, and will provide much needed information to help guide future forest and land base management decisions.

2. METHODS

2.1 Study area

The study area is situated in the Morice Timber Supply Area (TSA) which is part of the British Columbia Ministry of Forests and Range (MoFR) Nadina Forest District located in the central interior of British Columbia (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Location of Morice Timber Supply Area (TSA) and Landsat path 51 row 22 in relation to the province of British Columbia, Canada.

The Morice TSA is located on the western edge of the Central Interior Plateau and covers approximately 1.5 million Ha (Tesera Systems Inc. 2006). The main forest species in the area include lodgepole pine (*Pinus contorta var. latifolia*), hybrid spruce
(Picea engelmannii x glauca), and subalpine fir (Abies lasiocarpa). Trembling aspen (Populus tremuloides), silver (or amabalis) fir (Abies amabilis), western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla), and mountain hemlock (Tsuga mertensiana) are also present in lesser amounts. In the north and central areas of the Morice TSA, mountain pine beetle infestation occurred in the mid-1990s while in the southern region the infestation occurred in the late 1990s (Nelson et al. 2006). The Morice TSA has undergone extensive harvesting and management including mountain pine beetle treatment and salvaging efforts. Traditionally, subject to lower winter temperatures, the Morice TSA represented the northern extent for mountain pine beetle.

2.2 Data sources
Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) and Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) satellite imagery, with 28.5 m pixels, were the primary data source for this study. The Landsat scene chosen was Path 51 / Row 22, which covers the extent of the area of interest. Scenes were chosen which were largely cloud-free and within the seasonal window of July to September when available. The data stack consists of five Landsat-5 TM and one Landsat-7 ETM+ scenes covering the range of 1993 – 2006 (Table 1).

Table 1: Image dates and Landsat sensor types used for the data stack.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image acquisition date</th>
<th>Landsat sensor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 October, 1993</td>
<td>TM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 August, 1996</td>
<td>TM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 July, 1998</td>
<td>TM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 August, 2001</td>
<td>ETM+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3 Ancillary data for stratification

For stratification purposes, a 25 m digital elevation model (DEM) (British Columbia Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management 2002) covering the extent of the study area was re-sampled to match the 28.5m Landsat imagery and used to derive elevation values. In addition, vegetation resource inventory (VRI) data, derived from standard forest type mapping, were used to analyze forest cover attributes and enable stratification (British Columbia Ministry of Forestry 1998). In general, low-elevation stands are more likely to be infested by the beetle due to the warmer temperatures being more favourable for survival. Stands between 60 - 100 years are considered to be highly susceptible to mountain pine beetle (Carroll and Safranyik 2004) and with crown closure ranges between 66 – 75% identified as highly susceptible to mountain pine beetle attack (Wulder et al. 2005a, 2006b). Areas within the Morice TSA which did not meet these above criteria were masked from further analysis.

From the remaining area post-stratification, 23 subsets representative of the range of forest and fragmentation conditions were randomly selected. Analyzing a sample of the study area using landscape subsets allowed us to characterize trends associated with specific forest conditions and processes. Each subset was 200 x 200 pixels (5.7 x 5.7 Km or 3,249 Ha) (Figure 2) in order to maximize the homogeneity of the landscape while still enabling a broad range of disturbance responses to be captured. This is double the minimum window size recommended by previous studies (Turner et al.,
enabling good spatial coverage of the study and representation of a range of forest conditions from heavily managed in the north to lightly managed in the central and southern portions of the TSA.

Figure 2: Location of the twenty-three 200 x 200 pixel (3,249 Ha) image subset samples in relation to the Morice TSA boundary. Data were stratified by elevation and forest inventory attributes in order to collect replicates with similar initial conditions and mountain pine beetle susceptibility.

2.4 Pre-processing and classification
Landsat data pre-processing included image-to-image geometric registration, radiometric calibration, and radiometric normalization. Each are critical processing steps
required to ensure that detected land cover changes are not artefacts of atmospheric conditions, imaging and viewing conditions, sensor degradation, or pixel misalignment but actually represent changes to surface conditions (Schott et al. 1988, Furby and Campbell 2001, Roberts et al. 2002, Coops et al. 2006). Image registration was performed using a nearest-neighbour 2\textsuperscript{nd} order polynomial transformation using the 2001 Landsat TM scene as the reference image, selected due to a lack of cloud cover. The remaining five images were co-registered with a root mean square error (RMSE) < 0.5 pixels (in both x and y directions). Following registration, any cloud and/or shadow found in the image stacks were manually removed via masking. Radiometric normalization was then applied, to account for differences in atmospheric conditions, solar angle, and satellite sensor characteristics. Radiometric normalization reduces the variability between images ensuring that detectable changes between image dates correspond to land cover changes rather than variability due to differences in satellite solar acquisition. To achieve this, the 2001 image date was atmospherically corrected using the COST (cosine of the solar zenith angle) model (Chavez 1996). A relative normalization procedure was then applied to the remaining images in the stack using the Multivariate Alteration Detection (MAD) algorithm (Canty et al. 2004, Schroeder et al. 2006) which automatically normalises multiple images via regression analysis based on stable targets in a base image.

Following image pre-processing, the normalized difference moisture index (NDMI) was computed which has been shown to be sensitive to the foliage water content and fraction of dead leaf material (Hunt et al., 1987). The NDMI is the normalized ratio of the
shortwave (TM band 5) and near infrared (TM band 4) bands. A low-pass filter (3 x 3 pixel window) was then applied to the NDMI images in order to minimize the influence of any pixel mis-registration. Data were then classified based on the spectral trajectory of the NDMI through time as developed and detailed by Goodwin et al. (2008). In brief the approach utilised a decision tree analysis which applied a series of thresholds and rules based on the index responses at field locations, through the time sequence of images, to define five classes, forest re-growth, harvest, healthy forest, mountain pine beetle infestation and no disturbance. The accuracy of discriminating beetle attack from healthy forest stands was assessed both spatially and temporally using three years of aerial survey data (1996, 2003, and 2004) with results indicating overall classification accuracies varying between 71 and 86% (Goodwin et al 2008).

2.5 Landscape pattern indices
Landscape pattern indices can be grouped into categories of area, shape, isolation/proximity, contagion/interspersion, and diversity (McGarigal and Marks 1995). Based on a previous review, Gillanders et al (2008) recommended a range of landscape pattern metrics be examined to determine the impact of infestation on the landscape. These included the number of patches, class area, and area-weighted mean patch area. In concert with edge density, these indices provide an indication of the degree of fragmentation for the different land-cover classes. Conversely, area-weighted mean fractal dimension, mean proximity index, and interspersion/juxtaposition index provide a means to characterize patch shape, patch isolation/proximity, and contagion/interspersion, respectively (Table 2).
Table 2: A selected listing and description of the landscape pattern indices (LPI) applied to the classified image subsets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LPI</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of patches (NP)</td>
<td>total number of patches in a particular class or an entire landscape</td>
<td>area</td>
<td>(McGarigal and Marks 1995, Turner et al. 1989)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class area (CA)</td>
<td>total class area (Ha)</td>
<td>area</td>
<td>(McGarigal and Marks 1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area–weighted mean patch size (AREA_AM)</td>
<td>patch area multiplied by proportional abundance of the patch (or patch type) (Ha)</td>
<td>area</td>
<td>(McGarigal and Marks 1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge density (ED)</td>
<td>ratio of total edges (number of cells at patch boundary) and total area (total cells) (m/Ha)</td>
<td>shape</td>
<td>(McGarigal and Marks 1995, Hargis et al. 1998, Li et al. 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area–weighted mean fractal dimension (FRAC_AM)</td>
<td>provides a measure of patch shape complexity by quantifying the mean fractal dimension of patches of the corresponding patch type, weighted by patch area</td>
<td>shape</td>
<td>(McGarigal and Marks 1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean proximity index (PROX_MN)</td>
<td>the degree of isolation and fragmentation of the corresponding patch type</td>
<td>isolation/proximity</td>
<td>(McGarigal and Marks 1995, Gustafson and Parker 1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interspersion &amp; juxtaposition index (IJI)</td>
<td>the degree of aggregation or ‘clumpiness’ of a map based on adjacency of patches</td>
<td>contagion/interspersion</td>
<td>(McGarigal and Marks 1995)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the time-series analysis of the Landsat imagery for each of the 23 subsets we have information regarding the area of each land cover type (forest, MPB infestation and harvest) at each of the six time steps. In addition we have 12 patch statistics averaged within each subset at each of the six time steps. Our analysis approach is as follows. First we investigate the overall changes in class area, and then average patch characteristics through time across the TSA. The other patch level statistics allow
analysis at the class-level to assess the role that forest, timber harvest, and mountain pine beetle infestation play in contributing to overall fragmentation and loss of connectivity in the TSA. After this initial analysis, we apply factor analysis to reduce the variance in the 12 metrics and assess changes in the forest patches as a result of harvest and infestation. Analysis was undertaken in Fragstats (McGarigal and Marks 1995) and Statistica (Statschoice 2007).

3. RESULTS

Evidence of changes to the landscape resulting from mountain pine beetle infestation and timber harvesting can be observed by viewing regions of the imagery where these processes are identified to have occurred. For example, Figure 3(a) shows a managed landscape in 1996, with forest patches intersected by roads linking harvest clear-cuts, most of which are undergoing reforestation as indicated by the bright NIR reflectance. The adjacent image window shows the same landscape in 2006 (Figure 3(b)) with recent harvest activity as bright pink polygons as well as some new roads. Also visible in the 2006 image subset is the replacement of much of the formerly dark green forest by reddish-brown pixels, which represent the red or grey-attack stage of tree mortality caused by mountain pine beetle. Likewise, Figure 3(c) shows an unmanaged landscape characterized by mostly contiguous forest in 1996. The 2006 image (Figure 3(d)) shows evidence of mountain pine beetle infestation, particularly in the northeast of the subset, but also distributed as smaller patches amongst the otherwise green forest.
The change in the landscape over the 13 years of Landsat imagery is shown diagrammatically in Figure 4 with respect to area of patches within the three classes: harvest, forest, and infestation by mountain pine beetle. In 1993 the largest patches in the landscape were forest, with all patches greater than 1401 Ha found in that class. Moderate patches between 700 – 1400 Ha were harvested polygons; the smallest patches, with less than 700 Ha, were either harvest or mountain pine beetle patches. In
contrast, by 2001 mountain pine beetle infested forest stands had increased in size up to 2100 Ha with only the largest class having forested pixels. By 2006 no large forest polygons remain with mountain pine beetle the majority in the 1401 – 2100 Ha class and the harvest class represented at a range of patch sizes from less than 700 to 2100 Ha.

![Pie charts showing change in landscape over 13 years of Landsat imagery with respect to area of patches within the three classes: harvest (light green), forest (dark green) and mountain pine beetle (brown).](image)

**Figure 4:** Change in the landscape over the 13 years of Landsat imagery with respect to area of patches within the three classes: harvest (light green), forest (dark green) and mountain pine beetle (brown).

Pattern analysis at the class-level allows for an assessment of the role that forest, timber harvest, and mountain pine beetle infestation play in contributing to
fragmentation and loss of connectivity. For instance, Figure 5(a) shows the changes in class area (CA), 5(b) edge density (ED), 5(c) area weighted mean fractal dimension (FRAC_AM) and 5(d) standard deviation in fractal dimension (FRAC_SD) for the forest, harvest, and mountain pine beetle infestation classes through the time series. In 1993 the forest class is clearly the dominant class with a value of 2282 Ha compared to harvest with 542 Ha and mountain pine beetle infestation with a value of 125 Ha. While the harvest class tends to show a gradual increase through the time series with a value of 831 Ha by 2006, the forest and mountain pine beetle infestation classes are much more dynamic. For instance, class area for the forest class steadily decreases to a value of 774 Ha in 2006, while the mountain pine beetle infestation class increases to a maximum value of 1351 Ha in 2006.

The edge density values for the forest and the mountain pine beetle classes increase over the time period of the study, as expected from increasing fragmentation, while the harvest class edge density remains lower and constant throughout the 12 year period. The area-weighted mean fractal dimension plot shows a relatively stable trajectory for the harvest, an overall increase for the mountain pine beetle-infested class, and decrease in the forest class, while the standard deviation in fractal dimension remains constant for harvest and forest, however increases over the time period of mountain pine beetle infested stands. Increasing FRAC_AM, the area weighted fractal dimension of all patches within that class, implies patches are becoming increasingly complex with larger perimeters, for a given area. As a result, as the beetle infestation increases, forest patches are being broken up into more complex shapes. Alternatively, the area of
healthy forest is reducing, and the shapes of these remaining patches are not as complex. The variation in the fractal dimension is relatively constant across all patches in the case of harvested and forest patches, however the variation increases as the mountain pine beetle infestation increases over time and space.

![Graphs showing changes in CA, ED, and FRAC AM from 1993 to 2005.](image-url)
Figure 5: Pattern analysis allows for an assessment of the role that forest, timber harvest, and mountain pine beetle infestation play in contributing to fragmentation and loss of connectivity; (a) shows the changes in class area (CA), (b) edge density (ED), (c) area weighted mean fractal dimension (FRAC_AM) and (d) standard deviation in fractal dimension (FRAC_SD) for the forest, harvest, and mountain pine beetle infestation classes through the time series.

Factor analysis on the 12 fragmentation metrics indicates, as expected, the variation in the metrics can be reduced into a smaller number of overall factors. The first two factors explain 60% of the variation (38 and 22% respectively). The weightings for the two factors is shown in Figure 6 and indicates that ED, FRAC_AM, and FRAC_SD, all contribute positive loadings to the first factor, indicating that as the factor increases the patches have increasing numbers of edge, and increasing amount of edge per area and increasing variation in both configurations. The second factor has negative loadings of contributing area, interspersion and juxtaposition index (IJI) and positive loadings with the number of patches (Figure 6). The factor weights generally correspond with the overall nature of the metrics as described in Table 2, with factor 1 generally driven by variation in shape-based patch metrics whereas factor 2 is broadly more aligned with area-based metrics.
Figure 6: Factor loadings for the 12 patch metrics.

The individual patch loadings for each factor are shown in Figure 7 for the forested, harvested, and mountain pine beetle infested patches for the 13-year time period. The figure clearly shows the distinction in the patches based on the 2 major factors at the class level. Harvested patches have both negative factor 1 and 2 loadings with patches located exclusively in the lower right of the figure. This indicates harvested patches, regardless of their location within the Morice TSA study area, and the date of harvest, are generally consistent in shape and size with a small number of patches, and a simple shape as they tend to consist of linear patterns including rectangles and simple polygons. In contrast, forest patches have positive factor 1 loadings indicating the shapes of these patches are more complex, with increase edge density and fractal
dimensions. The variation in the second factor indicates that the number and area of the forest patches varies greatly over the region and over the 13 years of analysis. Finally the mountain pine beetle patches have mid-range factor 1, and higher positive factor 2 scores indicating many patches are similar in shape and area metrics to the forest parameters, however some of the patches also have unique dimensions not similar to either the forest or the harvesting patches.

Figure 7: Individual patch loadings for each factor for the forested, harvested and mountain pine beetle infested patches for the 13 year time period.

To investigate this further the patches are displayed in reference to the image data in Figure 8. There appears be no consistent patterns to the harvest patches from 1993
through to 2006. The forest patches maintain the same shape parameters although are found to change in area properties (factor 2) with the number of patches increasing and area decreasing over time. Most noticeable however, is the trajectory of mountain pine beetle patches. Initially in the two Landsat scenes acquired in 1993 and 1996, the positive factor 2 scores indicates small patches, of small area, with simple shape metrics. As the infestation increases over the study area there is a clear alteration in the shape and area of these patches into fewer and larger patches with increasingly complex shape parameters. The trajectory of the mountain pine beetle patch characteristics from 1993 to 2006 form a trend that appears over time to be increasingly similar to the healthy forest patches in 1993.
Figure 8: Factor 1 and 2 loadings for the subsets displayed by image data from 1993 – 2006 by class.

Summarising the fragmentation metrics up to the full landscape levels shows the overall impact of harvesting and mountain pine beetle on the landscape. As expected, Figure 9(a) shows an overall increase in the number of patches, and a corresponding increase
in the complexity of the patches from 1993 to 2006. Both trajectories clearly indicate the metrics change most quickly from 1993 to 2001 with the past 6 years being relatively constant with respect to the addition of new patches or changes in the existing patch characteristics. The edge density follows similar trajectories (Figure 9(b)), which the interspersion and juxtaposition index has reduced in response to the increased number of edges and patches in the landscape. The decrease in interspersion/juxtaposition index values reflects a trend in which patch types are becoming more disproportionally distributed or clumped. Contrary to what we expected, this trend represents a reduction in patch complexity. However, the stable period of the trajectories following 1998 suggests that while fragmentation continues to occur on the landscape, the relative distribution of classes remains constant.

Figure 9: Changes in patch metrics summarised over entire study area (a) number of patches and edge density follows similar trajectories, while (b) interspersion and juxtaposition index remains relatively constant and edge density increases.
4. DISCUSSION

Our purpose in analyzing these landscapes through time has been to determine how mountain pine beetle infestation changes landscape spatial pattern, and assess to what degree mountain pine beetle and timber harvesting contribute to forest fragmentation and loss of connectivity. By viewing the image subsets we can gain insight into how tree mortality, resulting from mountain pine beetle infestation, is manifested on the landscape. For example, Figure 3 shows a landscape fragmented by timber harvest activities. By 2006, this landscape has been further impacted by the mountain pine beetle in addition to recent harvest activity. We can observe the patchy distribution of beetle-impacted stands and can see that what began as forest and harvest being the dominant matrix components in 1996, has changed to beetle-impacted forest and timber harvest; intact contiguous forest is now a minor component of the matrix. Likewise, we can observe a reduction in forest patch size, an increase in forest patch complexity, and an increase in the number of patches resulting from mountain pine beetle infestation.

The results of the landscape pattern indices applied to the 23 image subsets suggest a trend toward a more fragmented landscape. This is consistent with what we would expect based on the considerable historic inventory of mature lodgepole pine in the study area, the presence of operational and salvage logging in the study area, and the severity of the current mountain pine beetle epidemic in the central interior of British Columbia. In general, the results of this analysis confirm that the impacts of the mountain pine beetle on forest spatial pattern in vulnerable areas of the Morice TSA study area consist of:
1. an increase in the number of patches;
2. an increase in forest patch shape complexity;
3. a reduction in forest patch size;
4. an increase in forest patch isolation; and
5. a decrease in interspersion.

The results provide detailed information related to the relative contribution that mountain pine beetle infestation and forest harvest makes to overall landscape fragmentation and patch connectivity. Based on our results, in regions identified as vulnerable to mountain pine beetle infestation, forest harvest plays a minor role when compared to the impacts of the mountain pine beetle. For instance, the number of patches and area-weighted mean patch area indicate that the landscape has become more fragmented through the time-series due to a decrease in forest patch size and an increase in the number of forest patches. This observation is further supported by the trends of the mountain pine beetle-infested class, which shows a similar trend in magnitude but results in an inverse trajectory when compared to the forest class. After 2000, the number of mountain pine beetle-infested patches declines suggesting that patches of beetle-impacted forest are coalescing, resulting in a more contiguous distribution as the mountain pine beetle-infested class becomes the dominant matrix component. In contrast, the timber harvest class remains relatively stable both in terms of the number of patches and patch size.

The class level plot for edge density (Figure 9b) shows a relatively low and stable trajectory for timber harvest when compared to the forest and mountain pine beetle-
infested classes. The increase in edge for both the forest and mountain pine beetle-infested classes is consistent with the impacts of mountain pine beetle infestation on a pine forest; namely, mostly contiguous forest being fragmented by small isolated patches of beetle-impacted forest, which continue to multiply and spread across the landscape. Although the trajectories for the forest and mountain pine beetle classes follow an almost identical trend, a threshold is crossed at which point the beetle-impacted forest replaces the forest as the major landscape matrix component. This is represented as the levelling off, and is followed by the decline which suggests that these small patches of beetle-impacted forest are merging, resulting in patches with a greater core/edge ratio.

The trajectories of these metrics are similar to what we had predicted in a previous study (Gillanders et al. 2008), although we anticipated that timber harvest would display a considerable increase through the time-series for both landscape pattern indices. This discrepancy can in part be explained by how the classifier merges adjacent polygons, thereby exhibiting an increase in patch area but not an increase in number of patches. However, even with the use of a classifier that treated harvest events as distinct objects, the trajectories for the timber harvest class would have remained relatively static compared to those of the forest and mountain pine beetle-infested classes. The analysis of the number of patches of the dominant class through time confirms a threshold between 2001 and 2003 at which the mountain pine beetle class trend line crosses the forest trend line (Figure 10). This represents the point at which the mountain pine
beetle-infested class becomes the dominant matrix component within the image subset samples. While this phenomenon is an indicator of the severe impacts of mountain pine beetle infestation, the inverse trajectory could serve as an indicator of forest regeneration and recovery from disturbance.

![Graph showing number of patches through time](image)

**Figure 10:** Number of patches through time confirms a threshold between 2001 and 2003 at which the mountain pine beetle class trend line crosses the forest trend line. This represents the point at which the mountain pine beetle-infested class becomes the dominant matrix component within the image subset samples.

While both timber harvesting and the impacts from mountain pine beetle infestation contribute to forest fragmentation and loss of connectivity, each represent different disturbance agents with different impacts. Although the results of this study clearly
indicate that the mountain pine beetle has a greater relative impact on forest
fragmentation and loss of connectivity than timber harvest in the vulnerable areas,
mountain pine beetle infestation represents a natural disturbance and a natural
fragmentation event. Thus although the impacts of mountain pine beetle infestation to
spatial pattern may be greater than timber harvesting in the study area, the implications
to biotic and abiotic processes are markedly different.

While the results of these analyses provide a general indication of changes to the
ecological conditions of the landscape due to changes in spatial pattern, we recognize
the inherent limitations of the spatial resolution of a data source such as Landsat
satellite imagery. The use of these data do not allow for an investigation of patch-level
dynamics, which are expected to be very different for natural and anthropogenic
disturbances. For instance, tree mortality caused by mountain pine beetle infestation
leaves an abundance of snags and coarse woody debris, which represent valuable
habitat for cavity nesters and a range of forest vertebrates (Chan-McLeod 2006), while
timber harvesting does not. The classification accuracy of the thresholding technique on
the time series of Landsat data was generally very good, however Goodwin et al.,
(2008) found that evidence of spectral confusion exists, especially for forest stands with
low levels of infestation. For example, the 1996 aerial survey locations had a lower
accuracy (49%, relative to the > 78% accuracy for the 2003 and 2004 surveys),
consistent with previous research which has demonstrated that stands with small
numbers of infested trees are more difficult to classify than sites with over 30 attack
trees in each Landsat pixel (Skakun et al., 2003). Furthermore, the complexity and
differences in edge effects between a natural and anthropogenic disturbance event are generalized, preventing the observation of patch-level differences.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This research represents a methodological approach to monitoring disturbance by applying pattern indices to classified maps derived from multi-temporal Landsat imagery. Pattern indices quantify landscape structure and provide a means to infer ecological conditions. In this case, the use of multi-temporal data provided a historical perspective and contributed to our understanding of how the mountain pine beetle interacted with the landscape of the study area over a period of 13 years, beginning with low levels of infestation (pre-outbreak) progressing to epidemic levels (outbreak) where mountain pine beetle-impacted forest had become the dominant matrix component.

The outcome of this research reveals that the study area has undergone considerable land cover changes. The impacts of the mountain pine beetle on landscape spatial pattern are notable in terms of both the immediate impacts to biota and ecological processes in the region but also the legacy that these changes will have in forming future forest composition and structure. The implications of these structural changes to ecological processes are as yet unclear, but changes in structural diversity would be expected to result in changes to both compositional and functional diversity (Mladenoff et al. 1993).
The potential for landscape pattern indices to be applied to a monitoring program to evaluate land cover dynamics for a range of natural and anthropogenic disturbances has been demonstrated. These methods can easily be applied to monitor other landscape-scale forest disturbances such as wildfire, other forest insects, and disease to allow for the characterization of the disturbance as well as to provide an indication of its ecological implications. This utilization of multi-temporal Landsat data to monitor disturbance dynamics via changes in spatial pattern further supports the wide-ranging applicability of the Landsat suite of sensors for monitoring the Earth’s surface. With the recent announcement by the USGS (United States Geological Service) of unrestricted global access to the entire Landsat data archive (Woodcock et al. 2008), it is expected that research utilizing multiple satellite images will continue to proliferate. In addition to the utility and availability of Landsat data, this research highlights the data-rich nature of satellite imagery in general; namely, the value of assessing spatial pattern rather than solely relying on spectral information. The assessment of the distribution and arrangement of patches on a given landscape provides opportunities to infer broad-scale ecological conditions, and when used in a multi-temporal setting, allows for the detection of changes that can affect a wide range of both biota and ecological processes. Further work is required to determine the degree to which our results are characteristic of other landscapes undergoing epidemic mountain pine beetle infestation. This would require applying these methods to other forested landscapes in the British Columbia interior undergoing beetle infestation in order to determine the natural variability inherent in both the landscape and the nature of the beetle infestation.
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